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Abstract

Purpose During arthroscopies, bleeding episodes occur

as a result of tissue damage. Irrigation systems assist in

minimizing these disturbances. The performance of three

arthroscopic irrigation systems in clearing bleeding epi-

sodes was evaluated objectively.

Methods One surgeon performed 99 shoulder arthros-

copies using three irrigation systems: gravity infusion,

single roller, and double roller pump. The three irrigation

systems groups were matched postoperatively for type of

surgery-acromioplasty, SLAP, release, rotator cuff repair

and capsule repair, and operation duration. The recorded

arthroscopies were analyzed for the presence of bleeding

episodes with a special computer program that automati-

cally detects the tinctures of red-colored blood. A least

20% of an arthroscopic image had to be covered with blood

to qualify as bleeding episode.

Results The median (min–max) presence of bleeding

episodes as a percentage of the operation time was 6.6%

(0.0–43.6%) for gravity infusion, 3.7% (0.2–46.4%) for the

single roller, and 3.3% (0.0–19.3%) for the double roller

pump, respectively. The large variation could be attributed

to the occurrence of arterial bleeding episodes during some

procedures. No significant differences were found between

the irrigation systems. For a subgroup including acromio-

plasties and releases, significant differences were found in

favor of both roller pumps (P \ 0.05).

Conclusions Overall, the roller pumps did not outperform

gravity infusion. However, from the results, high-risk

procedures for bleeding episodes were identified (acro-

mioplasty and release of a frozen shoulder) that can benefit

from the use of roller pumps. A clear view is essential to

perform an arthroscopic procedure safely and efficiently.

Level of evidence III.

Keywords Arthroscopy � Shoulder � Performance �
Bleeding episode � View � Irrigation system

Introduction

Even if the arthroscope, light source, and camera are

functioning properly, disturbances such as debris and

bleeding episodes can block the arthroscopic view.

Bleeding episodes occur due to damage of veins or arteries

located in soft tissue or bone. Once bleeding episodes

appear, surgeons need to regain a clear view quickly.

Arthroscopic irrigation systems can assist in this. Different

irrigation systems are on the market which can be cate-

gorized into three types [15, 17]: gravity infusion, single

roller volumetric pumps, and double rollers volumetric

pumps. In previous studies, its was indicated that irrigation
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systems have been evaluated by subjective measures only,

such as visual clarity on a three-point scale or measures

that were unrelated to the image quality, such as the

number of fluid bags used for the operation [1, 4, 10, 11,

13, 17]. Objective evaluation of the performance of dif-

ferent types of arthroscopic irrigation systems is required

as debate is continuing on the added value of the more

advanced irrigation systems in relation to their purchase

price. Therefore, we proposed to relate the irrigation per-

formance of arthroscopic irrigation systems directly to the

quality of the arthroscopic view as follows: The irrigation

system performance is optimal if during an operation

minimal visual disturbances are present [16, 17]. As

bleeding episodes were identified as the most disturbing

factor [14], the development of a special software program

was initiated that can automatically detect the percentage

of bleeding episodes frame by frame of a digitally recorded

arthroscopic operation.

The goal was to compare the performance of three

arthroscopic irrigation systems objectively in a routine

clinical setting in clearing bleeding episodes by automatic

blood detection with the proposed software program.

Therefore, we posed the following hypothesis: The per-

centage of bleeding episodes in the arthroscopic view as

detected by the software program is significantly smaller

when using an arthroscopic roller pump compared to

gravity infusion. In addition, two secondary hypotheses

were formulated related to irrigation performance: (a) The

time from the first presence of a bleeding episode till the

disappearance of that bleeding episode is significantly

smaller when using an arthroscopic roller pump compared

to gravity infusion and (b) the use of instruments such as

shaver, drill, and electrocautery device has a significant

correlation with the presence of bleeding episodes.

Materials and methods

Arthroscopic irrigation systems

Three different types of irrigation systems were selected for

performance evaluation (Fig. 1). The gravity infusion

Fig. 1 Three arthroscopic irrigation systems were assessed for their

performance with automated blood detection: a gravity infusion,

b single roller pump, and c double roller pump. For the gravity

infusion, two bags were routinely hung on a pole at a standard height,

but only one was used at the same time
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creates a pressure by the height difference between the fluid

bag and patient, which generates a fluid flow [8, 15]. The

volumetric or roller pumps with a single roller work by

peristaltic action causing a predetermined flow rate [12]. The

volumetric pumps with double rollers can also create a con-

stant flow, but as inflow and outflow are controlled by a

separate roller pressure can be built up while maintaining a

constant flow [15]. In this study, the single roller pump

Continuous Wave III Arthroscopy pump (Arthrex Nederland

B.V., St. Anthonis, The Netherlands) and the double roller

pump FMS Duo pump (FMSGroup, Nice, France) were

evaluated (Fig. 1). They both have the capability to control

irrigation pressure. The settings of the roller pumps were

chosen according to the guidelines of the supplier for per-

forming a shoulder arthroscopy in a routine clinical setting.

The following initial set pressures were used: 49 mmHg for

the gravity infusion, 50 mmHg for the single roller pomp,

and 56 mmHg for the double roller pump. As part of the

normal routine, 2 ml adrenaline was injected in the first 3-l

fluid bag. The study deliberately did not interfere with the

routine clinical protocols, to be able to generalize the results.

Recording and matching of arthroscopies

Within a period of 27 months (October 2006–January

2009), shoulder arthroscopies were recorded on digital

video. The operations were recorded with a consumer digital

video camera (JVC GR D93) on a notebook PC (HP Compaq

NC6120 P-M 750 60 Gb 512 Mb). The arthroscopic view

was captured in AVI-format (image resolution: 720 9 576,

frame rate: 25 images per second), which implied that all

time durations could be determined with the accuracy of the

frame rate (0.04 s) which was rounded to 0.1 s. Each

recording started when the surgeon inserted the arthroscope

for the first time in the shoulder joint and ended when the

arthroscope was pulled out to end the procedure, including

recording of waiting time and portal exchanges. The patients

were not notified of the recordings, because the operation

was not influenced in any way by the recordings and the

patients’ identities could not be traced from the video.

For comparison of irrigation performance, all influenc-

ing factors should be kept constant or have equal influence

among the groups. These factors were the surgeon, the

condition of the arthroscope, light source and camera, the

type of surgery, the operation time, and the duration of

drill, shaver, electrocautery device, and scissors usage.

Other instruments were found not to contribute to the

presence or absence of bleeding, and their usage was not

documented. One orthopedic surgeon (ML) performed all

operations with arthroscopic instrument sets from one

manufacturer (Arthrex Nederland B.V., St. Anthonis, The

Netherlands). The condition of the camera, the light source,

and the arthroscope was assumed constant, because one

brand was used and the equipment was routinely inspected.

The duration of the use of instruments was determined

from the digitally recorded videos by timing the moment an

instrument was in sight and until it disappeared and sum-

ming these episodes.

For type of surgery, we aimed at an equal number of

removal procedures, i.e., acromioplasties and releases of

frozen shoulders, and reconstruction procedures, i.e., rota-

tor cuff and capsule repairs, in all three groups. For logistic

reasons, initial randomization of the irrigation systems was

performed per operation day, where one irrigation system

was used during the entire day. As operation time and

duration of the use of various instruments could only be

determined postoperatively, matching was performed

postoperatively. Based on the recorded operations and the

matching criteria, the next period of recording was planned

to complete triplets of matched shoulder operations. This

process was repeated two additional times, until 33 triplets

of shoulder arthroscopies were recorded (Table 1). In

addition to the video recordings, the preoperative diastolic

and systolic blood pressures of the patients were docu-

mented to determine whether one of these could be a pre-

dictor for increased bleeding episodes during surgery.

Detection of bleeding episodes

Previous studies found that the determination of the pres-

ence of bleeding episodes in the arthroscopic view showed

a high observer agreement ([0.83) [16], and that an

arthroscopic image was not acceptable if it was covered by

blood with an area of 25% or more [14]. With these results,

a software program was designed (Matlab 7.5.0.342

(R2007b), (The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusettes, USA)

that detects bleeding episodes automatically by filtering a

combination of red, green and blue pixel levels represent-

ing the different red tinctures of blood. The digitally

recorded operations were automatically analyzed frame by

frame for the presence of red blood, without manual

interference.

For this study, an arthroscopic image area of more than

20% covered with blood was used as a threshold level for

the definition of the occurrence of a bleeding episode.

Verification of the software routine was performed by

visual comparison of a processed image with its original.

Therefore, five hundred frames were randomly selected of

each digitally recorded operation and analyzed for any

significant deviations from the intended blood detection.

Statistical analysis

A power analysis was performed in a pilot study where five

operations were matched in each group. The results gave a

mean percentage of bleeding episode of the operation time
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of 18% (SD 14%) for the gravity infusion, 12% (SD 17%)

for the single roller pump, and 5% (SD 4%) for the double

roller pump. A difference between the irrigation system

groups of 10% was considered clinical relevant. This

required 33 operations per irrigation system group as cal-

culated with the median standard deviation of 14% and a

power of 80% (a = 0.05).

The primary outcome measure was the amount of

bleeding episodes expressed as percentage of operation

time (OT). The absolute total bleeding episode time per

operation in seconds (ATB) was presented as well for

convenience of interpretation (Table 2). The second out-

come measure was the mean clinically relevant bleeding

episode time (MCRB), which was defined as the mean

bleeding episode time of all bleeding episodes in an

operation which were present for 2 s or longer. The results

of an expert opinion panel demonstrated that the majority

would undertake action to control a bleeding episode after

a waiting period of 2 s or longer [14].

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 15.0

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). The presence of a

normal distribution was determined with the Kolmogorov–

Smirnov tests. Nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis (KW) tests

were performed to identify significant differences for all

matched operations (P \ 0.05). Post hoc Mann–Whitney

U (MWU) tests were used to highlight the significant

internal differences between the three irrigation system

groups and between removal and reconstruction proce-

dures. As all data are expressed as medians, the median

percentage of operation time does not correspond with the

absolute times as indicated by ATB or MCRB. Spearman’s

correlation coefficients were determined between ATB and

the duration of shaver, drill, electrocautery device, and

scissors expressed as percentage of the operation time and

between the outcome measures and the preoperative dia-

stolic and systolic blood pressures. Finally, the presence of

significant differences was assessed between the type of

procedure and the duration of the various instruments.

Results

An example of one of the automated red-color detection of

one operation (arthroscopic shoulder release) is shown

(Fig. 2). For this particular operation, bleeding episodes

apparently occur at the start and at the end of the operation.

The main result is that the median percentage of

bleeding episodes for all matched operations is not sig-

nificantly different between the three irrigation groups

(Table 2 first row). A large variation in ATB is present for

the gravity infusion (up to 15 min. and 28 s.) compared to

the roller pumps (Table 2).

The presence of bleeding episodes is significantly higher

for removal procedures (median of 7.8%) compared to

reconstruction procedures (median of 0.5%) (MWU,

P \ 0.01) (Fig. 3). The removal procedures show signifi-

cant differences between the irrigation systems (KW,

P \ 0.05) in favor of the roller pumps for ATB (Table 2

Table 1 Ninety-nine shoulder arthroscopies were matched for type of surgery, instrument use, and operation time

Gravity infusion Single roller pump Double roller pump

SLAP (superior labrum anterior posterior)

lesion repair

Number of procedures [#] 2 2 2

Mean (SD) OT [min.:sec.] 29:27 (9:17) 37:38 (6:31) 25:19 (7:53)

Mean (SD) IU [% of OT] 5.5 (5.0) 2.0 (0.0) 5.5 (6.4)

Acromioplasty and rotator cuff tear repair Number of procedures [#] 1 1 1

Mean (SD) OT [min.:sec.] 33:16 47:53 29:20

Mean (SD) IU [% of OT] 55.0 32.0 62.0

Acromioplasty Number of procedures [#] 14 14 14

Mean (SD) OT [min.:sec.] 36:52 (13:58) 28:51 (7:24) 32:12 (7:37)

Mean (SD) IU [% of OT] 64.2 (13.7) 70.2 (9.4) 68.8 (8.4)

Release frozen shoulder Number of procedures [#] 4 4 4

Mean (SD) OT [min.:sec.] 13:29 (4:38) 12:28 (4:14) 15:28 (8:22)

Mean (SD) IU [% of OT] 40.0 (18.1) 45.8 (19.5) 50.5 (12.4)

Rotator cuff tear repair Number of procedures [#] 5 5 5

Mean (SD) OT [min.:sec.] 42:06 (17:44) 49:24 (23:44) 37:44 (20:27)

Mean (SD) IU [% of OT] 6.6 (11.0) 14.8 (13.6) 14.4 (18.1)

Capsule repair Number of procedures [#] 7 7 7

Mean (SD) OT [min.:sec.] 26:28 (16:00) 26:44 (16:30) 21:23 (8:13)

Mean (SD) IU [% of OT] 0.4 (1.1) 0.9 (2.3) 3.9 (6.3)

OT Operation time, IU instrument usage
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fourth row) and in favor of the double roller pump versus

the gravity infusion for overall percentage of bleeding

episodes (MWU, P \ 0.05) (Fig. 3). The MCRB of the

reconstruction procedures is significantly higher for the

single roller pump compared to the double roller pump

(MWU, P \ 0.05) (Table 2 last row).

Spearman correlation coefficients between ATB and the

duration of shaver usage, drill usage, and electrocautery

device are significant (P \ 0.01): r = 0.52, r = 0.46,

r = 0.66, respectively. A significant correlation was nei-

ther present between the duration of scissors usage and

ATB nor between the preoperative diastolic or systolic

blood pressures and any of the outcome measures.

The total instrument use is significantly higher for the

removal procedures compared to reconstruction and other

procedures (KW, P \ 0.05). The percentage of shaver

usage is significantly different for all three procedure

groups with the highest for removal procedures and lowest

value for reconstruction procedures (MWU, P \ 0.05).

Drill use and electrocautery device use are significantly

higher in removal procedures compared to both recon-

struction and other procedures (MWU, P \ 0.05).

Discussion

The most important finding of the present study was that

the median percentage of bleeding episodes for all matched

operations is not significantly different between the three

irrigation groups, which implies that the primary hypoth-

esis (roller pumps show lower percentage of bleeding

episodes than the gravity infusion) is rejected.

In this study, an objective evaluation of irrigation sys-

tem performance was performed based on automated

detection of bleeding episodes in the arthroscopic view.

This way, irrigation system performance was directly

Table 2 Results of the four outcome measures for all operations together and for the two subgroups removal and reconstruction

Gravity infusion Single roller pump Double roller

pump

All operations Median (min.–max.) bleeding episode [% of

OT]

6.6 (0.0–43.6) 3.7 (0.2–46.4) 3.3 (0.0–19.3)

Median (min.–max.) ATB [sec.] 75.0 (0.0–927.7) 65.3 (5.7–457.1) 54.8 (0.0–339.6)

Median (min.–max.) of MCRB [sec.] 4.8 (0.0–20.3) 4.3 (0.0–9.8) 3.7 (0.0–7.5)

Subgroup removal procedures Median (min.–max.) ATB [sec.] 230.0 (34.3–927.7)* 116.1 (31.2–457.1)* 88.2 (42.0–281.5)*

Median (min.–max.) of MCRB [sec.] 5.4 (2.9–7.2) 4.2 (2.9–8.2) 4.3 (3.2–7.5)

Subgroup reconstruction

procedures

Median (min.–max.) ATB [sec.] 6.5 (0.0–268.9) 12.3 (5.7–324.5) 4.6 (0.0–137.2)

Median (min.–max.) of MCRB [sec.] 0.0 (0.0–7.4) 4.0 (0.0–6.6)** 0.0 (0.0–4.2)**

If no symbols are added to the values, no significant differences were present. For ‘*’, a significant difference (MWU, P \ 0.05) was present

between the gravity infusion and both types of roller pumps, whereas no significant difference was present between the roller pumps. For ‘**’, a

significant difference (MWU, P \ 0.05) was present between the single roller and the double roller pump solely. OT Operation time, ATB
absolute total bleeding episode time per operation, MCRB mean clinically relevant bleeding episode time per operation

Fig. 2 Result of automated

detection of bleeding episodes

of one arthroscopic frozen

shoulder release operation.

The percentage of red-colored

arthroscopic image area per

video frame is automatically

detected and plotted against

time (gray line). The threshold

level of 20% is indicated by the

striped horizontal line. All

frames that demonstrate more

than 20% red image area

coverage are included to

determine the presence of

bleeding episodes. One bleeding

episode is indicated by the

vertical black lines
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coupled to the arthroscopic view. The roller pumps did not

outperform the gravity infusion. One explanation could be

the considerable variation in the presence of bleeding

episodes in a similar type operation, which ranged from 0%

to a maximum of 46% (Table 2). Particularly arterial

bleeding episodes could be the major cause. If they occur,

the irrigation systems cannot control these bleeding epi-

sodes completely. Notice that the use of the shaver and the

drill causes bleeding episodes in contrary to the use of the

electrocautery device, which is used to control arterial

bleeding episodes.

Two subgroups were analyzed separately. As expected,

more bleeding episodes occur for the removal procedures.

In these procedures, treatment exists of removal of bone or

soft tissue, which causes both venous and arterial bleeding

episodes (Table 2; Fig. 3). When performing a recon-

struction procedure, the presence of bleeding episodes is

small as a majority of the time is spent on stitching tissue

(Table 2; Fig. 3). Concluding the primary hypothesis was

accepted for removal procedures and rejected for recon-

struction procedures (Fig. 3).

Overall, the MCRB is not significantly different between

roller pumps and the gravity infusion, which implies that

the roller pumps do not outperform the gravity infusion in

minimizing the time from the first presence of a bleeding

episode till the disappearance of that bleeding episode. The

median MCRB for all three irrigation system groups is

larger than the 2 s that surgeons are willing to wait [14],

which implies that there is room for improvement of the

irrigation systems.

No correlation is present between the occurrence and

severity of the bleeding episodes and the patients’ preop-

erative blood pressure. Thus, preoperative blood pressure is

of no value when trying to estimate an increased risk of

bleeding episodes, preoperatively. However, a strong cor-

relation is found between instrument use and presence of

bleeding episodes on one hand and a significant difference

in instrument use for different types of procedure on the

other hand. Combining those results, high-risk procedures

for bleeding episodes can be identified: acromioplasty and

release of a frozen shoulder. For these types of procedures,

it is recommended to use a roller pump. The reason is that

these irrigations systems are better capable of keeping the

intra-articular pressure at a higher and constant level than

the gravity infusion, which is important to assist the control

of (arterial) bleeding episodes.

This study has its limitations. Due to the considerable

period in which the operations were recorded, the surgeon

might have tuned his operative techniques in time. How-

ever, as the operations were recorded for all three irrigation

systems in each period, the expected bias in this study is

small. As none of the irrigation systems perform fully

automatic, surgeons act as system controller, and their

capabilities influence pump performance as well. This

aspect was not studied but could be performed in a simu-

lated setting (e.g., [18]) using objective performance mea-

sures [2, 5] or global rating scales [6, 7]. Additionally,

arthroscopic irrigation systems can also be used to assist in

other treatments such as joint lavage [3, 9], which might

require other performance capacities. As final matching had

to take place postoperatively, the possibility of randomi-

zation was limited. Investigator bias was minimized by

using strict matching criteria. The surrounding tissue in the

joint was sometimes inflamed. This tissue shows red col-

ored patched in the same red tincture palette as for the

colors of blood but should not be marked as a blood. By

choosing a relatively high threshold level of 20% of the

arthroscopic image is to qualify as bleeding, the influence of

this phenomenon was assumed to be low. Additionally, as

the operations were matched, the eventual presence of

inflammation would be evenly distributed among the three

irrigation system groups and therefore have little influence

on the study results. The duration of operation time and

instrument usage were not automatically determined, but by

visual inspection of the video recordings. No test–retest

reliability measurements were performed, but the observer

had the opportunity to stop and replay the videos which

enhanced accurate determination of instrument presence.

Finally, no registration of pressure or flow during the

operations was performed. Therefore, no detailed analysis

Fig. 3 Boxplot is shown of the bleeding episode time as percentage

of the operation time. The results are shown for the subgroups

removal procedures consisting of 18 matched operations and

reconstruction procedures consisting of 12 matched operations

(Tables 1, 2)
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of the controlling actions or pressure levels at bleeding

episodes could be performed. To the best of our knowledge,

no comparable studies have been performed in this field,

which limits adequate positioning within the existing liter-

ature. Clear view is important to perform an arthroscopic

operation safely and efficiently. With the results of this

study, surgeons are encouraged to use roller pumps when

performing arthroscopic acromioplasty and release of a

frozen shoulder to minimize the risk of inadequate arthro-

scopic view during the operation. This recommendation is

supported by the findings in other studies where the oper-

ation time was lower when using more advanced pump

systems in technically more demanding procedures [1, 13].

Conclusion

Concluding, arthroscopic system irrigation performance

was objectively assessed in relation to the arthroscopic

view. The roller pumps did not outperform the gravity

infusion. However, when the results are combed, high-risk

procedures for bleeding episodes could be identified

(acromioplasty and release of a frozen shoulder) that can

benefit from the use of roller pumps.
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